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sexual selection perspectives and models from the neotropics presents new sexual selection research based upon
neotropical species as neotropical regions are destroyed at an alarming rate with an estimated 140 species of rainforest
plants and animals going extinct every day it is important to bring neotropical research to the fore now sexual selection
occurs when the male or female of a species is attracted by certain characteristics such as form color or behavior when
those features lead to a greater probability of successful mating they become more prominent in the species although most
theoretical concepts concerning sexual selection and reproductive strategies are based upon north american and european
fauna the neotropical region encompasses much more biodiversity with as many as 15 000 plant and animal species in a
single acre of rain forest this book illustrates concepts in sexual selection through themes ranging from female cryptic
choice in insects sexual conflict in fish interaction between sexual selection and the immune system nuptial gifts visual and
acoustic sexual signaling parental investment to alternative mating strategies among others these approaches distinguish
sexual selection from current publications in sexual selection mainly because of the latitudinal and taxonomic focus so that
readers will be introduced to systems mostly unknown outside the tropics several of which bring into question some well
established patterns for temperate regions synthesizes sexual selection research on species from the neotropics combines
different perspectives and levels of analysis using a broad taxonomic basis introducing readers to systems mostly unknown
outside the tropics and bringing into question well established patterns for temperate regions includes contributions
exploring concepts and theory as well as discussions on a variety of neotropical vertebrates and invertebrates such as
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insects fish arthropods and birds in 1937 h g wells proposed a predigital freely available world encyclopedia to represent a
civilization saving world brain in a series of talks and essays in 1937 h g wells proselytized for what he called a world brain
as manifested in a world encyclopedia a repository of scientifically established knowledge that would spread enlightenment
around the world and lead to world peace wells known to readers today as the author of the war of the worlds and other
science fiction classics was imagining something like a predigital wikipedia the world encyclopedia would provide a summary
of verified reality in about forty volumes it would be widely available free of copyright and utilize the latest technology of
course as bruce sterling points out in the foreword to this edition of wells s work the world brain didn t happen the internet
did and yet wells anticipated aspects of the internet envisioning the world brain as a technical system of networked
knowledge in sterling s words a hypothetical super gadget wells s optimism about the power of information might strike
readers today as naïvely utopian but possibly also inspirational on election day in 2016 it seemed unthinkable to many
americans that donald trump could become president of the united states but the victories of the obama administration hid
from view fundamental problems deeply rooted in american social institutions and history the election s consequences
drastically changed how americans experience their country especially for those threatened by the public outburst of bigotry
and repression amid the deluge of tweets and breaking news stories that turn each day into a political soap opera it can be
difficult to take a step back and see the big picture to confront the threats we face we must recognize that the trump
presidency is a symptom not the malady antidemocracy in america is a collective effort to understand how we got to this
point and what can be done about it assembled by the sociologist eric klinenberg as well as the editors of the online
magazine public books caitlin zaloom and sharon marcus it offers essays from many of the nation s leading scholars experts
on topics including race religion gender civil liberties protest inequality immigration climate change national security and the
role of the media antidemocracy in america places our present in international and historical context considering the
worldwide turn toward authoritarianism and its varied precursors each essay seeks to inform our understanding of the
fragility of american democracy and suggests how to protect it from the buried contradictions that trump s victory brought
into public view in new perspectiveson the irish diaspora charles fanning incorporates eighteen fresh perspectives on the
irish diaspora over three centuries and around the globe he enlists scholarly tools from the disciplines of history sociology
literary criticism folklore and culture studies to present a collection of writings about the irish diaspora of great variety and
depth during the 1950s thousands of mixed race children were born to us servicemen and local korean women in us
occupied south korea assumed to be the progeny of camptown women or military prostitutes their presence created a major
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problem for the image of us democracy in the world at a time when the nation was vying for cold war allegiances abroad as
mixed race children became a discernible population around us military encampments in south korea communists seized
upon the image of those left behind by their gi fathers as evidence of us imperialism irresponsibility and immorality in the
third world aware of this and keen to redeem the image of america s intervention in asia us citizens spearheading the
postwar recovery of recently war torn south korea embarked upon a campaign in us congress to bring as many of these
children home by the early 1960s american philanthropists missionaries and voluntary agencies had succeeded in
constructing the figure of the abandoned and mistreated amerasian orphan to lobby us congress for the quick passage of
intercountry adoption laws they also gained the sympathies of american families eager to welcome these racially different
children into the intimate confines of their homes although the adoptions of korean amerasian children helped to promote an
image of humanitarian rescue and cold war racial liberalism in 1950s and 1960s america there was one other problem many
of these children were not actually orphans but had been living with their korean mothers in the camptown communities
surrounding us military bases prior to adoption their placements into american families relied upon dehumanizing
constructions of these women as hardened prostitutes who did not even love their own children south korea as a backwards
racist society bent up on confucian tradition and pure bloodlines and the united states as a welcoming home in an era of
intense racial segregation the first amerasians tells the powerful oftentimes heartbreaking story of how americans created
and used the concept of the amerasian to remove thousands of mixed race children from their korean mothers to adoptive
us homes during the 1950s and 1960s in doing so yuri w doolan reveals how the amerasian is not simply a mixed race
person fathered by a us serviceman in asia nor a racial term used to describe individuals with one american and one asian
parent like its popular definition suggests rather the amerasian is a cold war construct whose rescue has been utilized to
repudiate accusations of us imperialism and achieve sentimental victories in the aftermath of wars not quite won by the
military from such constructions americans lobbied congress twice first in the 1950s to establish international adoption laws
that would lead to the placement of hundreds of thousands of korean children in the united states then later in the 1980s
when the plight of mixed race koreans would be invoked again to argue for amerasian immigration laws culminating in the
migrations of tens of thousands of mixed race vietnamese and their relatives beyond cold war historiography this book also
shows how in using the figure of the mistreated and abandoned amerasian in need of rescue americans caused harm to
actual people mixed race koreans and their mothers specifically as children were placed into adoptive homes during an era
where few regulations or safeguards existed to protect them from abuse negligence or racial hostilities in the us and many
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korean mothers were coerced both physically and monetarily to relinquish their children to american authorities this work
provides a basic understanding of the physical background and engineering considerations required for the design of ir
systems examining all components and combining them into examples of current surveillance systems this second edition
presents new coverage of state of the art optical systems including lightweight mirrors and adaptiv these nine essays
selected by lawrence baldassaro and richard a johnson present for the first time in a single volume an ethnic and racial
profile of american baseball these essayists show how the gradual involvement by various ethnic and racial groups reflects
the changing nature of baseball and of american society as a whole over the course of the twentieth century although the
sport could not truly be called representative of america until after jackie robinson broke the color line in 1947 fascination
with the ethnic backgrounds of the players began more than a century ago when athletes of german and irish descent
entered the major leagues in large numbers in the 1920s commentators noted the influx of ballplayers of italian and slavic
origins and wondered why there were not more jewish players in the big leagues the era following world war ii however saw
the most dramatic ethnographic shift with the belated entry of african american ballplayers the pattern of ethnic succession
continues as players of hispanic and asian origin infuse fresh excitement and renewal into the major leagues normandy
flanders field and other overseas cemeteries of the american battle monument commission abmc are well known however
lesser known burial sites of american war dead exist all over the world in australia and across the pacific rim in canada and
mexico libya and spain most of europe and as far north as the russian arctic this is the history of american soldiers buried
abroad since the american revolution it traces the evolution of american attitudes and practices about war dead and
provides the names and locations of those still buried abroad in non abmc locations can rock music help us understand
literature rock music in american fiction writing 1966 2011 argues that a close analysis of the rock music incorporated into a
literary text an investigation of the lyrics a musicological exploration of the sounds and rhythms a cultural historical inquiry
into the production and reception of a song may yield exciting new insight into and expand our understanding of american
literary production from the mid 20th century onwards reading major works by joyce carol oates alice walker don delillo
jeffrey eugenides sherman alexie and jennifer egan from such a rock musicological vantage point rock music in american
fiction writing adds a new dimension to recent work in american literary criticism by seeking to establish rock music as an
analytical tool for literary investigation the book concentrates on the way these literary artists have struggled to come to
terms with the dichotomies inherent in rock music its liberating and revolutionary impulses as well as its adherence to the
bleakest laws of consumer capitalism in their work by combining a musicological with a literary analysis rock music in
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american fiction writing highlights the crucial and complex role rock music has played in shaping the artistic outlook and
cultural sensibilities of literary artists since the 1960s in america and beyond this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work
as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading
experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant in o my america the travel writer and biographer sara
wheeler embarks on a journey across the united states guided by the adventures of six women who reinvented themselves
as they chased the frontier west wheeler s career has propelled her from pole to pole camping in arctic igloos tracking indian
elephants contemplating east african swamps so hot that toads explode but as she stared down the uncharted territory of
middle age she found herself in need of a guide fifty is a tough age she writes role models are scarce for women
contemplating a second act scarce that is until she stumbled upon fanny trollope in 1827 forty nine year old trollope mother
of victorian novelist anthony swapped england for ohio and wrote one of the most sensational travel accounts of the
nineteenth century domestic manners of the americans made an instant splash on both sides of the atlantic mark twain
judged her the best foreign commentator of his country and the last king of france threw a ball in her honor fanny was living
proof of life after fertility and she led wheeler to other trailblazing british travelers and transplants the actress fanny kemble
who shocked the nation with her passionate firsthand indictment of slavery the prolifically pamphleteering economist harriet
martineau the homesteader rebecca burlend who had never been more than twelve miles from her yorkshire village before
she sailed to the new world the traveler isabella bird whose many ailments remained in check as long as she was scaling the
rockies and the novelist catherine hubback a niece of jane austen who deposited her husband in a madhouse and rode the
rails to san francisco tough minded outsiders these women s truest qualities emerged in a country as incomplete and
tentative as their native land was staid and settled and they discovered second acts for themselves at a time when the world
expected them to politely disappear in o my america wheeler tracks her subjects from the mississippi to the cinder cones of
the mayacamas at the tail end of the cascades armed with two sets of maps for each adventure one current and one the
women before her would have used ambitious and full of life o my america is not only a great writer s reckoning with a
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young country but also an exuberant tribute to fresh starts second acts and six unstoppable women shortlisted for the
dolman travel book award this is an anthology of 23 papers that were presented at the eleventh cooperstown symposium on
baseball and american culture held june 9 11 1999 and co sponsored by the state university of new york at oneonta and the
national baseball hall of fame and museum the papers focus on the antecedents of baseball and the early history of america
s national pastime and are divided into five parts baseball and the american imagination baseball and american culture
baseball and american society baseball and american business and baseball and the fan the preface is by series editor alvin l
hall and an introduction is provided by the editor of the volume peter m rutkoff the artist and the state 1777 1855 the
politics of universal history in british french painting is the first book length study to examine political uses of universal
history or the philosophy of history in european art from 1777 to 1855 daniel r guernsey discusses a range of mural
paintings and sculptural works produced in england and france between the american revolution and the universal
exposition of 1855 comparing the ways artists such as james barry eug delacroix paul chenavard david d angers and
gustave courbet expressed linear or cyclical histories of progress and decline by considering the work of these important
european artists together he reveals not only the rich artistic interaction that took place between england and france as well
as germany at this time but also how the notion of universal history was to become a major preoccupation in the work of
these individual artists each one participating in shaping a highly significant mode of eighteenth and nineteenth century
political art this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using
a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
established in 1911 the rotarian is the official magazine of rotary international and is circulated worldwide each issue
contains feature articles columns and departments about or of interest to rotarians seventeen nobel prize winners and 19
pulitzer prize winners from mahatma ghandi to kurt vonnegut jr have written for the magazine while volume 1 includes
several introductory chapters and treats 42 families of flies in the lower diptera volume 2 covers the remaining 64 families of
flies that make up the higher diptera or cyclorrhapha these include families of house flies fruit flies bot flies flower flies and
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many other lesser known groups the text is accompanies by over 1660 line drawings and photographs from the preface over
a dozen years have passed since the first edition of this textbook was published as is to be expected tremendous progress
has been made in the study of zooparasites and the nature of parasitism this is especially true in the case of the protozoans
and helminths of medical and economic importance continuing the original intent this book is meant to be a teaching tool
rather than a reference volume for seasoned investigators it is meant to supplement formal lectures but at the same time to
provide students with sufficient information as to where more detailed review articles and primary research reports can be
located mr o rell s good humored and clever observations offer today s reader a refreshing image of america based on the
author s experiences while on an extensive book tour mr o rell even offers a spry and entertaining essay on texas and why
he chose not to go there in the second volume of the acclaimed gas food lodging trilogy authors john jakle keith sculle and
jefferson rogers take an informative entertaining and comprehensive look at the history of the motel from the introduction of
roadside tent camps and motor cabins in the 1910s to the wonderfully kitschy motels of the 1950s that line older roads and
today s comfortable but anonymous chains that lure drivers off the interstate americans and their cars have found places to
stay on their travels motels were more than just places to sleep however they were the places where many americans saw
their first color television used their first coffee maker and walked on their first shag carpet illustrated with more than 230
photographs postcards maps and drawings the motel in america details the development of the motel as a commercial
enterprise its imaginative architectural expressions and its evolution within the place product packaging concept along
america s highways as an integral part of america s landscape and culture the motel finally receives the in depth attention it
deserves the history of civil rights in the united states is usually analyzed and interpreted through the lenses of modern
conservatism and progressive liberalism in race and liberty in america the essential reader author jonathan bean argues that
the historical record does not conveniently fit into either of these categories and that knowledge of the american classical
liberal tradition is required to gain a more accurate understanding of the past present and future of civil liberties in the
nation by assembling and contextualizing classic documents from the declaration of independence to the civil rights act of
1964 to the 2007 u s supreme court decision banning school assignment by race bean demonstrates that classical liberalism
differs from progressive liberalism in emphasizing individual freedom christianity the racial neutrality of the constitution
complete color blindness and free market capitalism a comprehensive and vital resource for scholars and students of civil
liberties race and liberty in america presents a wealth of primary sources that trace the evolution of civil rights throughout u
s history the future in america is a travelogue that contains the impressions of h g wells from his visits to the united states
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as well as his unique views on subjects like corruption injustice and social relations the author provides a balanced and
insightful view of early 20th century america praising its progressiveness and creativity on the other hand wells sharp wit
never fails to criticise unfair labour practices and racial issues wells met with suffragette jane addams civil rights activist
booker t washington and president theodore roosevelt during his travels and he provides incredible insight into their beliefs
the future in america remains relevant as many of the issues discussed still plague modern society and the prescient wells
predicted that america would become a country divided between rich and poor wells provides beautiful descriptions of his
travels while discussing larger themes with nuance and a unique perspective this book is the perfect read for fans of
anthony bourdain or john steinbeck h g wells 1866 1946 was a celebrated english writer remembered mostly for his science
fiction works often described as a futurist h g wells influence cannot be overstated for his works foresaw many technological
innovations such as space travel the atomic bomb and the internet a four time nobel prize in literature nominee wells
explored a wide array of themes in his works from religion to social criticism and beyond some of his best works include the
time travel novel the time machine the sci fi adventure novel the island of dr moreau and the mankind versus aliens novel
the war of the worlds wells occupies one of the central seats in the canon of science fiction literature and his writing inspired
other celebrated authors such as ray bradbury and philip k dick wells stories are still widely read to this day and have had
numerous cinematic adaptations including the invisible man starring elisabeth moss reproduction of the original a
frenchman in america by max o rell though comparatively short it is no once over lightly chronicle full of insignificant names
and dates it brilliantly achieves its principal aim to provide readers with a compact but broad and well rounded conception of
the progress of the fine arts in america from ca 1670 to the present day it is a fascinating book full of new vistas it has all
the earmarks of an instant classic american artist taylor describes changing definitions of art as much as he describes art
itself and he shows how the shifting forms of patronage affected the forms of art he analyzes artists associations and he
shows how museums and schools have expanded the audience for art in short he places artists and their work in cultural
context this treatment of the social history of art is the most original and intriguing aspect of taylor s sketch journal of
american history this is a brilliantly subtle book it builds with one insight after another and suddenly the reader finds that a
whole new way of looking at american art is being proposed after decades of thinking and looking and teaching dr taylor has
written it all down this work will become a classic interpretation almost overnight peter marzio director corcoran gallery of
art interest in american art is unlikely to abate mr taylor s short book is an invaluable guide through this activity and to its
traditions neil harris wall street journal state war histories an atom of interest in an ocean of apathy war memoirs they pour
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from the presses daily war stories fiction cannot ignore the greatest adventure in a man s life war films shootin and kissin
playing on the frequently used metaphors of the turn toward or turn back in scholarship on religion the turn around religion
in america offers a model of religion that moves in a reciprocal relationship between these two poles in particular this
volume dedicates itself to a reading of religion and of religious meaning that cannot be reduced to history or ideology on the
one hand or to truth or spirit on the other but is rather the product of the constant play between the historical particulars
that manifest beliefs and the beliefs that take shape through them taking as their point of departure the foundational
scholarship of sacvan bercovitch the contributors locate the universal in the ongoing and particularized attempts of
american authors from the seventeenth century forward to get it whatever that it might be right examining authors as
diverse as pietro di donato herman melville miguel algarin edward taylor mark twain robert keayne nathaniel hawthorne
paule marshall stephen crane ralph waldo emerson and joseph b soloveitchik among many others and a host of genres from
novels and poetry to sermons philosophy history journalism photography theater and cinema the essays call for a discussion
of religion s powers that does not seek to explain them as much as put them into conversation with each other central to
this project is bercovitch s emphasis on the rhetoric ritual typology and symbology of religion and his recognition that with
each aesthetic enactment of religion s power we learn something new at the same time a reading of kenneth burke and of
tourist landscapes in america gregory clark explores the rhetorical power connected with american tourism looking
specifically at a time when citizens of the united states first took to rail and then highway to become sightseers in their own
country clark explores how the symbolic experiences have helped residents of a vast and diverse nation adopt a national
identity the fascinating story of émigré intellectuals writers artists scientists movie directors and scholars including bertolt
brecht theodor adorno albert einstein hannah arendt thomas mann arnold schoenberg george grosz erik erikson billy wilder
and fritz lang who fled nazi germany and changed america heilbut provides a vivid narrative of how they viewed their new
country and how america reacted to their arrival as the atom bomb was being developed the cold war and mccarthyism
were underway and hollywood dominated moviemaking the son of jewish immigrants who fled germany anthony heilbut
grew up in new york exiled in paradise a social history he wrote more than 35 years ago is still the most immersive account
of the german speaking exiles who came to this country between 1933 and 1941 and of their outsize influence on the
culture they found here mr heilbut provides an absorbingly detailed chronicle of some of these immigrant lives among them
theodor adorno hannah arendt thomas mann billy wilder and cold war physicists donna rifkind the wall street journal still the
best book on the topic phillip lopate the new york times book review insightful valuable and stimulating for some readers
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especially the children of generations of émigrés the book will provide a background to their most basic intellectual
assumptions christopher lehmann haupt the new york times from one page to the next the book transcends its stated
purpose of providing a link between the history of the german jewish immigrants and their staggering cultural achievements
to acquire the dimensions of that mysterious reality which even a bresson cannot hope to define a work of art marcel ophuls
american film magazine the story of these refugees has finally found its singular and single voice it is that of anthony heilbut
himself the son of exiles his book turns into something more than a panorama about foreigners it is a way of revealing to
americans themselves what their country really is like ariel dorfman the washington post anthony heilbut has exercised
impressive scholarship and even a touch of poetry to get to the heart of this diaspora time the pursuit of the american
dream supposedly shaped by the edenic promises of the american land has engaged our writers from the beginning and
much of our literature has come out of the national literary experience thus expressed this collection of nineteen original
unpublished essays written for this book is particularly relevant today when our collective field of vision seems obscured and
when the american dream seems to have become a cliche symbolic of the dream defunct the nineteen critics here
presented include among others leslie fiedler oscar cargill maxwell geismar jules chametzky louis filler and ihab hassan most
of them seem to agree with the view expressed by the majority of our best creative writers that in pursuing the american
dream america has created a nightmare taken together the nineteen essays provide a comprehensive view of american
literature past and present as it has dealt with the dream but the emphasis is on modern works and present social cultural
and political problemspoverty war and racism ten of the essays focus on such key works as herman melville s the two
temples f scott fitzgerald s the great gatsby william faulkner s the bear thomas wolfe s you can t go home again ralph ellison
s invisible man arthur miller s death of a salesman and norman mailer s why are we in vietnam in three parts norman coomb
s addresses the history of the african americans beginning with the slave trade to the fight for freedom and lastly to the
search for equality with america ever under global scrutiny russell banks contemplates the questions of our origins values
heroes conflicts and contradictions he writes with conversational ease and emotional insight drawing on contemporary
politics literature film and his knowledge of american history
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sexual selection perspectives and models from the neotropics presents new sexual selection research based upon
neotropical species as neotropical regions are destroyed at an alarming rate with an estimated 140 species of rainforest
plants and animals going extinct every day it is important to bring neotropical research to the fore now sexual selection
occurs when the male or female of a species is attracted by certain characteristics such as form color or behavior when
those features lead to a greater probability of successful mating they become more prominent in the species although most
theoretical concepts concerning sexual selection and reproductive strategies are based upon north american and european
fauna the neotropical region encompasses much more biodiversity with as many as 15 000 plant and animal species in a
single acre of rain forest this book illustrates concepts in sexual selection through themes ranging from female cryptic
choice in insects sexual conflict in fish interaction between sexual selection and the immune system nuptial gifts visual and
acoustic sexual signaling parental investment to alternative mating strategies among others these approaches distinguish
sexual selection from current publications in sexual selection mainly because of the latitudinal and taxonomic focus so that
readers will be introduced to systems mostly unknown outside the tropics several of which bring into question some well
established patterns for temperate regions synthesizes sexual selection research on species from the neotropics combines
different perspectives and levels of analysis using a broad taxonomic basis introducing readers to systems mostly unknown
outside the tropics and bringing into question well established patterns for temperate regions includes contributions
exploring concepts and theory as well as discussions on a variety of neotropical vertebrates and invertebrates such as
insects fish arthropods and birds

Sexual Selection
2013-09-25

in 1937 h g wells proposed a predigital freely available world encyclopedia to represent a civilization saving world brain in a
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series of talks and essays in 1937 h g wells proselytized for what he called a world brain as manifested in a world
encyclopedia a repository of scientifically established knowledge that would spread enlightenment around the world and
lead to world peace wells known to readers today as the author of the war of the worlds and other science fiction classics
was imagining something like a predigital wikipedia the world encyclopedia would provide a summary of verified reality in
about forty volumes it would be widely available free of copyright and utilize the latest technology of course as bruce
sterling points out in the foreword to this edition of wells s work the world brain didn t happen the internet did and yet wells
anticipated aspects of the internet envisioning the world brain as a technical system of networked knowledge in sterling s
words a hypothetical super gadget wells s optimism about the power of information might strike readers today as naïvely
utopian but possibly also inspirational

World Brain
2021-08-03

on election day in 2016 it seemed unthinkable to many americans that donald trump could become president of the united
states but the victories of the obama administration hid from view fundamental problems deeply rooted in american social
institutions and history the election s consequences drastically changed how americans experience their country especially
for those threatened by the public outburst of bigotry and repression amid the deluge of tweets and breaking news stories
that turn each day into a political soap opera it can be difficult to take a step back and see the big picture to confront the
threats we face we must recognize that the trump presidency is a symptom not the malady antidemocracy in america is a
collective effort to understand how we got to this point and what can be done about it assembled by the sociologist eric
klinenberg as well as the editors of the online magazine public books caitlin zaloom and sharon marcus it offers essays from
many of the nation s leading scholars experts on topics including race religion gender civil liberties protest inequality
immigration climate change national security and the role of the media antidemocracy in america places our present in
international and historical context considering the worldwide turn toward authoritarianism and its varied precursors each
essay seeks to inform our understanding of the fragility of american democracy and suggests how to protect it from the
buried contradictions that trump s victory brought into public view
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Antidemocracy in America
2019-06-25

in new perspectiveson the irish diaspora charles fanning incorporates eighteen fresh perspectives on the irish diaspora over
three centuries and around the globe he enlists scholarly tools from the disciplines of history sociology literary criticism
folklore and culture studies to present a collection of writings about the irish diaspora of great variety and depth

The Infrared Handbook
1978

during the 1950s thousands of mixed race children were born to us servicemen and local korean women in us occupied
south korea assumed to be the progeny of camptown women or military prostitutes their presence created a major problem
for the image of us democracy in the world at a time when the nation was vying for cold war allegiances abroad as mixed
race children became a discernible population around us military encampments in south korea communists seized upon the
image of those left behind by their gi fathers as evidence of us imperialism irresponsibility and immorality in the third world
aware of this and keen to redeem the image of america s intervention in asia us citizens spearheading the postwar recovery
of recently war torn south korea embarked upon a campaign in us congress to bring as many of these children home by the
early 1960s american philanthropists missionaries and voluntary agencies had succeeded in constructing the figure of the
abandoned and mistreated amerasian orphan to lobby us congress for the quick passage of intercountry adoption laws they
also gained the sympathies of american families eager to welcome these racially different children into the intimate confines
of their homes although the adoptions of korean amerasian children helped to promote an image of humanitarian rescue
and cold war racial liberalism in 1950s and 1960s america there was one other problem many of these children were not
actually orphans but had been living with their korean mothers in the camptown communities surrounding us military bases
prior to adoption their placements into american families relied upon dehumanizing constructions of these women as
hardened prostitutes who did not even love their own children south korea as a backwards racist society bent up on
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confucian tradition and pure bloodlines and the united states as a welcoming home in an era of intense racial segregation
the first amerasians tells the powerful oftentimes heartbreaking story of how americans created and used the concept of the
amerasian to remove thousands of mixed race children from their korean mothers to adoptive us homes during the 1950s
and 1960s in doing so yuri w doolan reveals how the amerasian is not simply a mixed race person fathered by a us
serviceman in asia nor a racial term used to describe individuals with one american and one asian parent like its popular
definition suggests rather the amerasian is a cold war construct whose rescue has been utilized to repudiate accusations of
us imperialism and achieve sentimental victories in the aftermath of wars not quite won by the military from such
constructions americans lobbied congress twice first in the 1950s to establish international adoption laws that would lead to
the placement of hundreds of thousands of korean children in the united states then later in the 1980s when the plight of
mixed race koreans would be invoked again to argue for amerasian immigration laws culminating in the migrations of tens of
thousands of mixed race vietnamese and their relatives beyond cold war historiography this book also shows how in using
the figure of the mistreated and abandoned amerasian in need of rescue americans caused harm to actual people mixed
race koreans and their mothers specifically as children were placed into adoptive homes during an era where few
regulations or safeguards existed to protect them from abuse negligence or racial hostilities in the us and many korean
mothers were coerced both physically and monetarily to relinquish their children to american authorities

New Perspectives on the Irish Diaspora
2000

this work provides a basic understanding of the physical background and engineering considerations required for the design
of ir systems examining all components and combining them into examples of current surveillance systems this second
edition presents new coverage of state of the art optical systems including lightweight mirrors and adaptiv
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The First Amerasians
2024

these nine essays selected by lawrence baldassaro and richard a johnson present for the first time in a single volume an
ethnic and racial profile of american baseball these essayists show how the gradual involvement by various ethnic and racial
groups reflects the changing nature of baseball and of american society as a whole over the course of the twentieth century
although the sport could not truly be called representative of america until after jackie robinson broke the color line in 1947
fascination with the ethnic backgrounds of the players began more than a century ago when athletes of german and irish
descent entered the major leagues in large numbers in the 1920s commentators noted the influx of ballplayers of italian and
slavic origins and wondered why there were not more jewish players in the big leagues the era following world war ii
however saw the most dramatic ethnographic shift with the belated entry of african american ballplayers the pattern of
ethnic succession continues as players of hispanic and asian origin infuse fresh excitement and renewal into the major
leagues

Infrared Technology Fundamentals
2019-01-22

normandy flanders field and other overseas cemeteries of the american battle monument commission abmc are well known
however lesser known burial sites of american war dead exist all over the world in australia and across the pacific rim in
canada and mexico libya and spain most of europe and as far north as the russian arctic this is the history of american
soldiers buried abroad since the american revolution it traces the evolution of american attitudes and practices about war
dead and provides the names and locations of those still buried abroad in non abmc locations
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The American Game
2002

can rock music help us understand literature rock music in american fiction writing 1966 2011 argues that a close analysis of
the rock music incorporated into a literary text an investigation of the lyrics a musicological exploration of the sounds and
rhythms a cultural historical inquiry into the production and reception of a song may yield exciting new insight into and
expand our understanding of american literary production from the mid 20th century onwards reading major works by joyce
carol oates alice walker don delillo jeffrey eugenides sherman alexie and jennifer egan from such a rock musicological
vantage point rock music in american fiction writing adds a new dimension to recent work in american literary criticism by
seeking to establish rock music as an analytical tool for literary investigation the book concentrates on the way these literary
artists have struggled to come to terms with the dichotomies inherent in rock music its liberating and revolutionary impulses
as well as its adherence to the bleakest laws of consumer capitalism in their work by combining a musicological with a
literary analysis rock music in american fiction writing highlights the crucial and complex role rock music has played in
shaping the artistic outlook and cultural sensibilities of literary artists since the 1960s in america and beyond

The Foreign Burial of American War Dead
2011-09-29

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that
seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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Rock Music in American Fiction Writing, 1966-2011
2021-09-20

in o my america the travel writer and biographer sara wheeler embarks on a journey across the united states guided by the
adventures of six women who reinvented themselves as they chased the frontier west wheeler s career has propelled her
from pole to pole camping in arctic igloos tracking indian elephants contemplating east african swamps so hot that toads
explode but as she stared down the uncharted territory of middle age she found herself in need of a guide fifty is a tough
age she writes role models are scarce for women contemplating a second act scarce that is until she stumbled upon fanny
trollope in 1827 forty nine year old trollope mother of victorian novelist anthony swapped england for ohio and wrote one of
the most sensational travel accounts of the nineteenth century domestic manners of the americans made an instant splash
on both sides of the atlantic mark twain judged her the best foreign commentator of his country and the last king of france
threw a ball in her honor fanny was living proof of life after fertility and she led wheeler to other trailblazing british travelers
and transplants the actress fanny kemble who shocked the nation with her passionate firsthand indictment of slavery the
prolifically pamphleteering economist harriet martineau the homesteader rebecca burlend who had never been more than
twelve miles from her yorkshire village before she sailed to the new world the traveler isabella bird whose many ailments
remained in check as long as she was scaling the rockies and the novelist catherine hubback a niece of jane austen who
deposited her husband in a madhouse and rode the rails to san francisco tough minded outsiders these women s truest
qualities emerged in a country as incomplete and tentative as their native land was staid and settled and they discovered
second acts for themselves at a time when the world expected them to politely disappear in o my america wheeler tracks
her subjects from the mississippi to the cinder cones of the mayacamas at the tail end of the cascades armed with two sets
of maps for each adventure one current and one the women before her would have used ambitious and full of life o my
america is not only a great writer s reckoning with a young country but also an exuberant tribute to fresh starts second acts
and six unstoppable women shortlisted for the dolman travel book award
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The Sunlit Ambush
2021-09-09

this is an anthology of 23 papers that were presented at the eleventh cooperstown symposium on baseball and american
culture held june 9 11 1999 and co sponsored by the state university of new york at oneonta and the national baseball hall
of fame and museum the papers focus on the antecedents of baseball and the early history of america s national pastime
and are divided into five parts baseball and the american imagination baseball and american culture baseball and american
society baseball and american business and baseball and the fan the preface is by series editor alvin l hall and an
introduction is provided by the editor of the volume peter m rutkoff

O My America!
2013-09-24

the artist and the state 1777 1855 the politics of universal history in british french painting is the first book length study to
examine political uses of universal history or the philosophy of history in european art from 1777 to 1855 daniel r guernsey
discusses a range of mural paintings and sculptural works produced in england and france between the american revolution
and the universal exposition of 1855 comparing the ways artists such as james barry eug delacroix paul chenavard david d
angers and gustave courbet expressed linear or cyclical histories of progress and decline by considering the work of these
important european artists together he reveals not only the rich artistic interaction that took place between england and
france as well as germany at this time but also how the notion of universal history was to become a major preoccupation in
the work of these individual artists each one participating in shaping a highly significant mode of eighteenth and nineteenth
century political art
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The Cooperstown Symposium on Baseball and American Culture, 1999
2000-06-02

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that
seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

"The Artist and the State, 1777?855 "
2017-07-05

established in 1911 the rotarian is the official magazine of rotary international and is circulated worldwide each issue
contains feature articles columns and departments about or of interest to rotarians seventeen nobel prize winners and 19
pulitzer prize winners from mahatma ghandi to kurt vonnegut jr have written for the magazine

Sunlit Way
2021-09-10

while volume 1 includes several introductory chapters and treats 42 families of flies in the lower diptera volume 2 covers the
remaining 64 families of flies that make up the higher diptera or cyclorrhapha these include families of house flies fruit flies
bot flies flower flies and many other lesser known groups the text is accompanies by over 1660 line drawings and
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photographs

The Rotarian
1937-03

from the preface over a dozen years have passed since the first edition of this textbook was published as is to be expected
tremendous progress has been made in the study of zooparasites and the nature of parasitism this is especially true in the
case of the protozoans and helminths of medical and economic importance continuing the original intent this book is meant
to be a teaching tool rather than a reference volume for seasoned investigators it is meant to supplement formal lectures
but at the same time to provide students with sufficient information as to where more detailed review articles and primary
research reports can be located

Manual of Central American Diptera
2009

mr o rell s good humored and clever observations offer today s reader a refreshing image of america based on the author s
experiences while on an extensive book tour mr o rell even offers a spry and entertaining essay on texas and why he chose
not to go there

General Parasitology
2012-12-02

in the second volume of the acclaimed gas food lodging trilogy authors john jakle keith sculle and jefferson rogers take an
informative entertaining and comprehensive look at the history of the motel from the introduction of roadside tent camps
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and motor cabins in the 1910s to the wonderfully kitschy motels of the 1950s that line older roads and today s comfortable
but anonymous chains that lure drivers off the interstate americans and their cars have found places to stay on their travels
motels were more than just places to sleep however they were the places where many americans saw their first color
television used their first coffee maker and walked on their first shag carpet illustrated with more than 230 photographs
postcards maps and drawings the motel in america details the development of the motel as a commercial enterprise its
imaginative architectural expressions and its evolution within the place product packaging concept along america s
highways as an integral part of america s landscape and culture the motel finally receives the in depth attention it deserves

Frenchman in America
2007

the history of civil rights in the united states is usually analyzed and interpreted through the lenses of modern conservatism
and progressive liberalism in race and liberty in america the essential reader author jonathan bean argues that the historical
record does not conveniently fit into either of these categories and that knowledge of the american classical liberal tradition
is required to gain a more accurate understanding of the past present and future of civil liberties in the nation by assembling
and contextualizing classic documents from the declaration of independence to the civil rights act of 1964 to the 2007 u s
supreme court decision banning school assignment by race bean demonstrates that classical liberalism differs from
progressive liberalism in emphasizing individual freedom christianity the racial neutrality of the constitution complete color
blindness and free market capitalism a comprehensive and vital resource for scholars and students of civil liberties race and
liberty in america presents a wealth of primary sources that trace the evolution of civil rights throughout u s history

The Motel in America
1996

the future in america is a travelogue that contains the impressions of h g wells from his visits to the united states as well as
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his unique views on subjects like corruption injustice and social relations the author provides a balanced and insightful view
of early 20th century america praising its progressiveness and creativity on the other hand wells sharp wit never fails to
criticise unfair labour practices and racial issues wells met with suffragette jane addams civil rights activist booker t
washington and president theodore roosevelt during his travels and he provides incredible insight into their beliefs the future
in america remains relevant as many of the issues discussed still plague modern society and the prescient wells predicted
that america would become a country divided between rich and poor wells provides beautiful descriptions of his travels while
discussing larger themes with nuance and a unique perspective this book is the perfect read for fans of anthony bourdain or
john steinbeck h g wells 1866 1946 was a celebrated english writer remembered mostly for his science fiction works often
described as a futurist h g wells influence cannot be overstated for his works foresaw many technological innovations such
as space travel the atomic bomb and the internet a four time nobel prize in literature nominee wells explored a wide array of
themes in his works from religion to social criticism and beyond some of his best works include the time travel novel the
time machine the sci fi adventure novel the island of dr moreau and the mankind versus aliens novel the war of the worlds
wells occupies one of the central seats in the canon of science fiction literature and his writing inspired other celebrated
authors such as ray bradbury and philip k dick wells stories are still widely read to this day and have had numerous
cinematic adaptations including the invisible man starring elisabeth moss

Race and Liberty in America
2009-07-17

reproduction of the original a frenchman in america by max o rell

The Future in America
2022-04-06

though comparatively short it is no once over lightly chronicle full of insignificant names and dates it brilliantly achieves its
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principal aim to provide readers with a compact but broad and well rounded conception of the progress of the fine arts in
america from ca 1670 to the present day it is a fascinating book full of new vistas it has all the earmarks of an instant classic
american artist taylor describes changing definitions of art as much as he describes art itself and he shows how the shifting
forms of patronage affected the forms of art he analyzes artists associations and he shows how museums and schools have
expanded the audience for art in short he places artists and their work in cultural context this treatment of the social history
of art is the most original and intriguing aspect of taylor s sketch journal of american history this is a brilliantly subtle book it
builds with one insight after another and suddenly the reader finds that a whole new way of looking at american art is being
proposed after decades of thinking and looking and teaching dr taylor has written it all down this work will become a classic
interpretation almost overnight peter marzio director corcoran gallery of art interest in american art is unlikely to abate mr
taylor s short book is an invaluable guide through this activity and to its traditions neil harris wall street journal

A Frenchman in America
2018-05-23

state war histories an atom of interest in an ocean of apathy war memoirs they pour from the presses daily war stories
fiction cannot ignore the greatest adventure in a man s life war films shootin and kissin

The Fine Arts in America
1981-02-15

playing on the frequently used metaphors of the turn toward or turn back in scholarship on religion the turn around religion
in america offers a model of religion that moves in a reciprocal relationship between these two poles in particular this
volume dedicates itself to a reading of religion and of religious meaning that cannot be reduced to history or ideology on the
one hand or to truth or spirit on the other but is rather the product of the constant play between the historical particulars
that manifest beliefs and the beliefs that take shape through them taking as their point of departure the foundational
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scholarship of sacvan bercovitch the contributors locate the universal in the ongoing and particularized attempts of
american authors from the seventeenth century forward to get it whatever that it might be right examining authors as
diverse as pietro di donato herman melville miguel algarin edward taylor mark twain robert keayne nathaniel hawthorne
paule marshall stephen crane ralph waldo emerson and joseph b soloveitchik among many others and a host of genres from
novels and poetry to sermons philosophy history journalism photography theater and cinema the essays call for a discussion
of religion s powers that does not seek to explain them as much as put them into conversation with each other central to
this project is bercovitch s emphasis on the rhetoric ritual typology and symbology of religion and his recognition that with
each aesthetic enactment of religion s power we learn something new

Remembering World War I in America
2018-03-01

at the same time a reading of kenneth burke and of tourist landscapes in america gregory clark explores the rhetorical
power connected with american tourism looking specifically at a time when citizens of the united states first took to rail and
then highway to become sightseers in their own country clark explores how the symbolic experiences have helped residents
of a vast and diverse nation adopt a national identity

The Turn Around Religion in America
2016-02-24

the fascinating story of émigré intellectuals writers artists scientists movie directors and scholars including bertolt brecht
theodor adorno albert einstein hannah arendt thomas mann arnold schoenberg george grosz erik erikson billy wilder and
fritz lang who fled nazi germany and changed america heilbut provides a vivid narrative of how they viewed their new
country and how america reacted to their arrival as the atom bomb was being developed the cold war and mccarthyism
were underway and hollywood dominated moviemaking the son of jewish immigrants who fled germany anthony heilbut
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grew up in new york exiled in paradise a social history he wrote more than 35 years ago is still the most immersive account
of the german speaking exiles who came to this country between 1933 and 1941 and of their outsize influence on the
culture they found here mr heilbut provides an absorbingly detailed chronicle of some of these immigrant lives among them
theodor adorno hannah arendt thomas mann billy wilder and cold war physicists donna rifkind the wall street journal still the
best book on the topic phillip lopate the new york times book review insightful valuable and stimulating for some readers
especially the children of generations of émigrés the book will provide a background to their most basic intellectual
assumptions christopher lehmann haupt the new york times from one page to the next the book transcends its stated
purpose of providing a link between the history of the german jewish immigrants and their staggering cultural achievements
to acquire the dimensions of that mysterious reality which even a bresson cannot hope to define a work of art marcel ophuls
american film magazine the story of these refugees has finally found its singular and single voice it is that of anthony heilbut
himself the son of exiles his book turns into something more than a panorama about foreigners it is a way of revealing to
americans themselves what their country really is like ariel dorfman the washington post anthony heilbut has exercised
impressive scholarship and even a touch of poetry to get to the heart of this diaspora time

研究紀要
1980

the pursuit of the american dream supposedly shaped by the edenic promises of the american land has engaged our writers
from the beginning and much of our literature has come out of the national literary experience thus expressed this collection
of nineteen original unpublished essays written for this book is particularly relevant today when our collective field of vision
seems obscured and when the american dream seems to have become a cliche symbolic of the dream defunct the nineteen
critics here presented include among others leslie fiedler oscar cargill maxwell geismar jules chametzky louis filler and ihab
hassan most of them seem to agree with the view expressed by the majority of our best creative writers that in pursuing the
american dream america has created a nightmare taken together the nineteen essays provide a comprehensive view of
american literature past and present as it has dealt with the dream but the emphasis is on modern works and present social
cultural and political problemspoverty war and racism ten of the essays focus on such key works as herman melville s the
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two temples f scott fitzgerald s the great gatsby william faulkner s the bear thomas wolfe s you can t go home again ralph
ellison s invisible man arthur miller s death of a salesman and norman mailer s why are we in vietnam

Rhetorical Landscapes in America
2004

in three parts norman coomb s addresses the history of the african americans beginning with the slave trade to the fight for
freedom and lastly to the search for equality

A Frenchman in America: Recollections of Men and Things
2017-09-05

with america ever under global scrutiny russell banks contemplates the questions of our origins values heroes conflicts and
contradictions he writes with conversational ease and emotional insight drawing on contemporary politics literature film and
his knowledge of american history

Solar Energy in America's Future
1977

Solar Energy in America's Future
1977
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Exiled In Paradise: German Refugee Artists and Intellectuals in America
from the 1930s to the Present
2019-08-16

Aerospace Curriculum Resource Guide, Massachusetts Department of
Education in Cooperation with ... Junauary 1968
1968

Aerospace Curriculum Resource Guide
1968

Catalog
1953

American Dreams, American Nightmares
1970
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Land of Life
1969

The Black Experience in America
2013-11-01

Dreaming Up America
2011-01-04
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